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This paper aims to provide a systematised overview of the paradigmatic orientations
in social psychology in Portugal by identifying the most cited publications.
Results show that the eight most cited thematic are: (1) deviance and reactions
to deviance, (2) methodology, (3) prejudice and discrimination, (4) gender studies, (5) risk, environment and safety, (6) information processing, social judgment,
familiarity and mood, (7) social representations and (8) social justice and belief in a
just world. These eight most salient thematics can be sorted into three current paradigmatic orientations in contemporary social psychology: (a) social cognition; (b) the
study of collective beliefs, ideologies and social representations; and (c) the study of
identity and its impact on intra- and intergroup processes. The paper finishes with a
reflection on the future developments of the discipline and the dilemmas that social
psychology in Portugal could face.
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This paper aims to provide a general depiction of the state of social psychology
in Portugal drawing on the work published in recent years within this discipline.1
To comply with the proposed goal, we will consider the published work with
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most impact on the scientific community, categorising it by research domains
and considering the reference theories and models.
For a better understanding and contextualisation of our approach, it is
important to bear in mind that social psychology in Portugal is a recent social
discipline. Also important is the fact that from its beginning social psychology
in Portugal has been built upon a basis of an international scope, namely being
strongly influenced by the European social psychology. Indeed Portuguese social
psychologists consider as the founding act of the modern social psychology in
Portugal the symposium that took place in 1980 at the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation entitled Social change and social psychology (Lima, Castro and Garrido
2003; Knoke 1982). The symposium included the presence of three of the main
founders of modern European social psychology: Henri Tajfel, author of one of
the most influential theories about identity, social identity and social change
(Tajfel and Turner 1979); Willem Doise, whose theory on categorical differentiation had an enormous impact on the socio-cognitive analysis of relations
and conflicts between social groups and who developed a specific theory about
social representations (Doise 1976; Doise, Clémence and Lorenzi-Cioldi 1993);
and Jacques-Philippe Leyens whose work on the domain of impression formation (Leyens, Yzerbyt and Schadron 1992) and, later, on the processes of infrahumanization (Leyens et al. 2000) have become reference pieces.
Later, the research networks, collaborations, and influences on Portuguese
research on social psychology expanded to the United States. Another
aspect of the history of social psychology in Portugal (which is also something
not completely uncharacteristic considering the amount of examples throughout
the world, namely in the Netherlands), is that this discipline developed, to a
large extent, together with organisational psychology. However, the focus of
this paper is on social psychology per se.

Drawing a picture of social psychology in Portugal
The situation of social psychology has been reflected upon before either
within the more general analysis of the fundamental topics most studied
within general psychology (Alferes et al. 2009) or regarding social psychology
specifically (Vala 1992). However, the paper of Alferes et al. not only focused
solely on the papers published in Portuguese journals but also does a comprehensive analysis that includes all papers regardless of their impact in the field;
and the second example was a very extensive diagnostics of the research in
psychology and specifically in social psychology in Portugal but was done 20
years ago.
In the present paper, to depict the current situation of social psychology as a
scientific discipline in Portugal, we focus on the topics that received most attention
in the recent years. We use Harzing Publish or Perish (Harzing 2007) as a tool for
such task. Harzing Publish or Perish is a citation analysis software program that
allows quantifying the pervasiveness of scientific topics and the magnitude of
citation of different authors. Using this tool, we will identify the scientific topics
of social psychology developed in Portugal that garnered the most attention
within the scientific community of social psychology worldwide, including the
Anglo-Saxon universe but going beyond it. Consequently, this database allows a
more comprehensive and wide measurement of the impact of such works over
and above the specific impact in journals with impact factors, like the ISI tool.
Comparatively to a database such as Scopus, which also covers citations in
books (and not only in journals), Harzing has the advantage of being more
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comprehensive in the kind of documental outputs it includes, even though it
is affected with more flaws in the identification of documents. Our hypothesis
is that this kind of error is not significant and affects all authors equally.
Considering that an exhaustive and non-discretionary identification of the
topics cited would prove unfeasible and uninformative, we have established
two criteria to structure our analysis. We chose to consider only papers that
have a number of citations above 15 and only when referring to a scientific
topic that, in total (considering other papers) garners more than 50 citations.

List of most cited topics in social psychology in Portugal
Our analysis identified 59 papers that were cited a total of 3,608 times
covering eight main topics. This means each paper was cited a mean of 61
times. Table 1 contains a list of the most cited topics organised by a categorisation that emerged from the data. Therefore it comprises different levels
of abstraction, but does identify the clusters of work developed within this
discipline. The order of the presented topics follows from the most to the
least cited topic.
By far, the most cited scientific topic developed in Portuguese social
psychology refers to a theoretical approach to social deviance and the reactions to deviants, where a specific phenomenon has been identified – the
‘black sheep effect’ (e.g. Marques, Yzerbyt and Leyens 1988; Marques, Abrams
and Serôdio 2001). This work will be more thoroughly described later.

Topic

Intra-group phenomena;
deviance and reactions to
deviance
Methodology

Total
Total Most Cited Authors
Citations Papers
(3608)
(59)
929

6

José Marques

695

3

Intergroup relations;
prejudice; discrimination

459

12

Gender studies

388

7

Risk, environment and
safety
Information processing,
social judgment, familiarity and mood
Social representations
Social justice; belief in a
just world

365

9

296

9

261
163

6
5

Jorge Vala, Valentim
Alferes, Félix Neto
Jorge Vala, Maria
Benedicta Monteiro,
Sven Waldzus, Rosa
Cabecinhas
Ligia Amâncio, Manuela
Barreto
Luisa Lima, Paula Castro,
Sílvia Silva
Leonel Garcia-Marques,
Mário Ferreira, Teresa
Garcia-Marques
Jorge Vala, Paula Castro
Isabel Correia, Jorge Vala

Table 1: Most cited topics in social psychology in Portugal (Harzing Publish
or Perish, December 2011).
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The second most cited topic refers to methodological issues that reflect
a very important concern for the theoretical and analytical examination of
the research procedures within this discipline at the level of the qualitative
methods, as well as quantitative and experimental ones. The third and fourth
most cited topics refer to intergroup relations, either focusing on prejudice,
racism (e.g. Cabecinhas 2008; Monteiro, França and Rodrigues 2009; Vala,
Brito and Lopes 1999; Waldzus, Mummendey and Wenzel 2005) or gender
issues (e.g. Amâncio 1994). The topic of intergroup relations, conflict and
aggression is probably the most prolific subject not only in Portugal but also
in other European and non-European countries. It shaped social psychology since the beginning of the 20th century and particularly after the Second
World War.
At the bottom half of the table we find three issues that refer to different types of collective beliefs and their effects on attitudes and behaviour,
and include research on risk and environment (e.g. Castro and Lima 2001;
Lima 2004), safety (Silva, Baptista and Lima 2004) and social justice (e.g.
Correia, Vala and Aguiar 2007).
Finally, we should emphasise the topics that represent the social cognition
paradigm in social psychology (e.g. Ferreira et al. 2006; Garcia-Marques,
Hamilton and Maddox 2002; Garcia-Marques and Mackie 1999; 2001). In fact,
this paradigm has been among the most cited topics in social psychology in
other European countries and the United States since the 1990s, but has only
in recent years become the target of an increasing attention in Portugal.

Social cognition, ideologies, and identity and relations
The eight topics may be grouped under three major theoretical blocks that
reflect different epistemological orientations in social psychology. Table 2
presents these three blocks with the indication of the different thematic
included in each one.
The first block includes theories, models and topics based on the cognitive
constraints that determine representations about people and groups, constituting the social cognition tradition mentioned above (Bruner and Taguiuri 1954;
Fiske and Taylor 2008 [1991]; Kunda 1999).
The second block includes topics based on the social constraints that
determine collective representations of social phenomena (Bruner 1957;
Moscovici 1961), following the hypothesis of Bruner according to which it is
the society that shapes the mind.

Block

Thematics included

Social cognition

Information processing;
stereotypes; impression formation;
familiarity and mood
Social justice; social representations;
risk, environment and safety
Intra- and inter-group relations;
deviance; prejudice and
discrimination

Collective beliefs, ideologies and
social representations
Identity and intraand intergroup relations

Table 2: Theoretical blocks in social psychology in Portugal.
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The third and final block includes work building on motivational and
identity processes and on the nature of intra- and inter-group relations to
explain attitudes and collective behaviour. Therefore, the first two blocks
represent a higher influence of cognitive factors while in the third motivational
factors play a larger role, with a specific focus on the construction and upholding of individual and group identity.
In order to get a better understanding of what is included in each of these
blocks, we will present an example of a research topic for each of them.
One of the most cited topics within the social cognition block refers to the
twofold retrieval by associative pathways (TRAP) model (Garcia-Marques and
Hamiltonl, 1996; 2012; Garcia-Marques, Hamilton and Maddox 2002). The
TRAP model was conceived to explain the divergent effects of information that
is congruent or incongruent with the stereotypes. In fact, it had been previously
shown that on the one hand in social life we have a tendency to sometimes
remember the information that is congruent with our previous beliefs better, in
an attempt to confirm these beliefs. On the other hand, incongruent information is extensively processed and is sometimes more easily evoked. The TRAP
model allowed conciliating these two apparently contradictory effects suggesting the two effects reflect two distinct strategies of retrieval and information
processing. One strategy is called ‘exhaustive’ and represents an effortful search
process that navigates sequentially through associative memory. The other
strategy is more automatic and is designated as ‘heuristic’ and corresponds to a
fast and low resource-demanding process.
This is a model with both a direct and indirect social impact. The model
addresses the processes underlying the impressions we form about others and
social judgments in general, even though it does not focus directly on the
consequences of these processes and judgments. However, the importance of
the processes elucidated by the model is immense. For instance, when forming impressions of others or when making decisions about social groups, the
two strategies identified in the model lead to different social consequences:
on the one hand, the quick and automatic processing of the heuristic pathway
will lead to a confirmation of stereotypes, on the other hand, the most effortful processing of an exhaustive pathway may produce higher and unbalanced
attention towards incongruent information.
The theoretical block that refers to collective beliefs, ideologies and
social representations is a comprehensive one that gathers very diverse
pieces of research, including work on representations and beliefs about risk,
environment, safety or justice and its impact on different social attitudes and
behaviours. Most of this work builds on the theoretical paradigm of social
representations (Moscovici 1961; 1984; Castro 2006).
One example of research within this block involves beliefs about justice
and its relation with the way people feel towards victims of suffering (Correia,
Vala and Aguiar 2007). Specifically, this research is related with the belief in
a just world (Lerner 1980) according to each everyone gets what they deserve
and deserve what they get. This belief would have its roots in the primal experiences of association between positive behaviours and positive reinforcements and would be fundamental to deal with the future and justify personal
investment. In this vein, this belief is also essential to understand the way we
relate to victims, especially with victims perceived as innocent. If a person
suffers it might be because they deserve it. But if the victim of suffering is
innocent, such suffering threatens the belief in a just world. Therefore people
will develop strategies to reassure such belief. One logical strategy would be
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to re-establish justice by helping the victim through emotional or instrumental
support, for example, by acting upon the circumstances that generated the
suffering and injustice. Another strategy, however, may involve a secondary
victimisation, that is, to attribute guilt and responsibility to the victim for the
circumstances they are in (see Correia and Vala 2003). This belief in a just
world has been presented a good example of a social representation (Doise
1982) and feeds the meritocratic-liberal ideology.
Correia, Vala and Aguiar (2007) innovatively articulated these aspects
with the intergroup perspective and analysed whether being confronted with
an innocent victim from our own group (‘ingroup’) or those from a different group (‘outgroup’) had a different impact on the belief in a just world.
Their results showed that when people were confronted with victims from
their ‘ingroup’ their belief in a just world was significantly affected, and, as
expected, an innocent victim was more threatening than a non-innocent one.
However, and more interestingly, being confronted with victims that belong
to an ‘outgroup’ does not threaten our belief in a just world.
The final block represents what is probably the most prolific research topic
in social psychology: intra- and inter-group phenomena. As we mentioned
above, the topic of racism, prejudice, discrimination and inter-group conflict
in general constitutes one of the most developed topics in social psychology in Portugal. Nevertheless, the topic developed that is most cited in the
international context refers to an approach to deviance and the punishment
of deviants. Within this approach, a specific phenomenon has received a very
significant attention – the aforementioned ‘black sheep’ effect (Marques,
Yzerbyt and Leyens 1988; Marques, Abrams and Serôdio 2001; Marques and
Páez 1994; Marques et al. 1998).
The black sheep effect reports to a specific differential treatment of ‘ingroup’
and ‘outgroup’ members where normative ‘ingroup’ members are judged more
positively than similar ‘outgroup’ members, while deviant ‘ingroup’ members
are judged more negatively than similar ‘outgroup’ members. The rationale for
such phenomenon is that the punishment of an ‘ingroup’ deviant allows the
protection of the positive social identity of the ‘ingroup’ and the reinforcement
of the norms common to both ‘ingroup’ and ‘outgroup’: by saying the deviant
is not positively regarded we reinforce the norm that is being transgressed with
that deviance. This research directly follows some of the most important theories on interpersonal and intergroup behaviour within social psychology, namely
the traditional research on group uniformity (Cartwright and Zander 1968;
Festinger 1950) and the more recent research on social identity (Tajfel and
Turner 1979; Turner et al. 1987; Hogg and Abrams 1988) and ‘outgroup’ homogeneity (Park, Judd and Ryan 1991). It should be noted, however, that the work
developed by Marques et al. emerges from a general concern with the societal
issue of deviance and not so much with the intra-group phenomena in itself.
One could say that the black sheep effect is an intra-group manifestation of a
more societal phenomenon of response to deviance in societies. This phenomenon has been dealt with within the more general theoretical model – subjective
group dynamics model – that refers to the cognitive, evaluative and emotional
processes that allow individuals to maximise and maintain a positive social identity (Marques, Abrams and Serôdio 2001; Pinto et al. 2010). Despite its roots in
social psychology, this model, and particularly the black sheep effect, also builds
to some extent on Durkheim’s own work on deviance (Durkheim 2010 [1897])
and the idea of reinforcement of moral borders and solidarity between individuals through punishment of deviants.
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Future developments
After this description of the most cited topics in social psychology in Portugal,
we would like to provide a short note on the future developments of the discipline in the Portuguese context. Contrary to the previous section where our
statements are based on observational arguments, here we offer some insights
on what we intuit to be two major paths in the development of this discipline
in the near future. Firstly, we believe that we will witness a general expansion of perspectives that propose the articulation of different levels of analysis:
from the social neurosciences to the study of ideologies, social representations
and social structures.
Secondly, we believe two main social problems will structure the research
in this domain (and in the other social sciences): health and social well-being,
and social cohesion. The first problem derives from the natural life-extension
we observe nowadays, the demographic problems, and the increasingly
sharp conflict between the aspirations regarding quality of life and the lack of
responses from social policies (see Coudin and Lima 2011; Calheiros, Garrido
and Santos 2011). The second problem comes from the emerging conflicts of
generations, the social inequalities (that tend to increase) and the new mechanisms of social repression that will characterise the democratic systems, increasing the dissociation between citizens and the political and financial power.
It could be expected that in this empirical context, two major concerns will
structure the research in this field: one related to the social context and one
that is linked with issues of social legitimation concerning the decision making
processes about people, groups and social issues. Thus, on the one hand,
research will start to pay more and more attention to the physical context and
situational cues when looking for factors determining attitudes and behaviours
(e.g. Palma, Garrido and Semin 2011; Garcia-Marques et al. 2012). On the
other hand, social psychology (of intergroup conflicts in particular) will start to
focus less on the roots and expressions of negative behaviour, namely intergroup bias, and focus more on the mechanisms that allow for its perpetuation
in modern democratic societies (e.g. Pereira, Vala and Costa-Lopes 2010) and
specifically on factors that legitimate the decisions about people and social
groups in situations of scarce resources.

Dilemmas of social psychology
To look at the future of social psychology in Portugal means not only to identify the research thematic that are in expansion but also identify theoretical
dilemmas the discipline will face. These dilemmas, however, are not new in
a discipline born out of the crossing of disciplinary fields: psychology and
sociology. We acknowledge the existence of two main dilemmas: (1) focus on
society (social relations) versus individuals (brain); (2) focus on the individual
‘subject’ versus focus on the triple relation: ego-alter-object.
Regarding the first dilemma, one should bear in mind that the evolution
of neurosciences is highly significant and represents a challenge for the
social sciences. We cannot ignore the fascination this field exerts by offering
neuronal-level explanations for individual and social processes. However,
we must say that most of the work developed under this perspective in
social psychology still very much follows a descriptive approach focusing on
identifying the individual areas in the brain responsible for the mental processes. Nonetheless, the interchanges between social sciences and neurosciences may be mutually profitable. In the specific case of social psychology,
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ever since the start of the decade of the brain (the 1990s), the importance of
such a perspective has been praised, but only within the realm of a multilevel
approach namely based on the principle of multiple determinism, as underlined by Caciopo and Bernston (1992). In the words of those authors who
coined the expression ‘social neurosciences’: ‘thus, the decade of the brain is
more likely to be a gateway to a new millennium of the mind if we recognise
that the brain is a single, pivotal component of an undeniably social species’
and if we recognise that the nature of the brain, behaviour and society is, in
Bevan’s words, orderly in its complexity rather than lawful in its simplicity’
(1992: 1027; see also Fiske 2000). Even if the dilemma of ‘social relations
versus brain’ may be overcome within a multiple determinism approach, a
second highly complex dilemma remains.
Social psychology has been recurrently identified with what Moscovici
(1972) termed a differentialist perspective, that is, studying individual characteristics with social impact from a personality differences perspective, with
examples such as the authoritarian personality (Adorno et al 1993 [1950]) or the
open and closed mind (Rokeach 1960). Also according to Moscovici, a second
perspective that smothers the scope of social psychology is one that confuses
this discipline with a taxonomic view of stimuli: social stimuli in opposition
to non-social stimuli. Such a perspective, named taxonomic, would oppose a
‘social reality’ to a ‘physical reality’. How does one overcome two such reductionist and epistemologically problematic perspectives? An easy answer that is
difficult to implement would be to attribute to social psychology the study of the
relations subject-object, as mediated by the relations subject-subject-object. It
is within this triadic relation (Moscovici 1984) that the interface between social
relations, identity processes and cognitions may be addressed in an innovative
way (Castro 2006; Vala and Castro forthcoming).
Such disciplinary endeavour would elicit interdisciplinary dialogues that
may allow social psychology to integrate the macro-social level of analysis
in the generalisation of its results and overcome the simple synchronic dimension by considering the historical dimension in the study of the relations
between subject-subject-object. Moreover, by adopting such perspective, social
psychology will be able to demonstrate not only how culture, social knowledge
and behaviours are less stable than what is usually anticipated, but also identify
the processes through which these transformations occur: e.g. categorisation
and social identity (e.g. Turner and Reynolds 2001), social comparison (e.g.
Guimond 2006), negotiation of meanings (e.g. Higgins and Pittman 2008).

Conclusions
The goal of this paper was to provide a ‘survey’ of the recent orientations of
the social psychology developed in Portugal, by identifying the most cited
publications according to the database from Harzing Publish or Perish. Results
show that the three most cited substantive topics are deviance and reactions to
deviance, the relationships between groups and the phenomena of prejudice
and discrimination associated to those relationships. On the whole, the eight
most salient thematics can be sorted into three current paradigmatic orientations in contemporary social psychology: (1) social cognition; (2) the study of
collective beliefs, ideologies and social representations; and (3) the study of
identity and its impact on intra- and intergroup processes.
In prospective terms, we consider that social psychology in Portugal – as in
other countries – will develop through its several paradigmatic orientations and
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not through one in particular. Moreover, we believe this discipline will progress
in its understanding of the individual and collective phenomena insofar as it
adopts a perspective that articulates levels of analysis and meta-theoretical
orientations (Caciopo and Bernston 1992).
Twenty years ago, one of the authors of this paper sought to identify and
systematise the research in psychology in Portugal (Vala 1992). Concerning
social psychology, the field was already mapped in a way similar to the way we
find it today. What we have witnessed was a deepening of the thematic topics,
the emergence of a few endogenous innovative theories and models and the
increase of international publications. This development in extension and depth
has had a higher impact on the international community than on the national
academic community, where the number of researchers and professors in social
psychology remains very low. The discipline needs to increase its visibility in
Portugal and open room for a rejuvenation of this scientific community.
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